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Metacognitive Training 

("Maze Cheat" by Robbie)  



Metacognitive Training 

Bird's-eye View 

("Wanna get lost?" by Chyna)  



Why Metacognitive Training? 
Ø  Many individuals with depression have suffered from their 

symptoms for a long time and have already tried many things 
to feel better. 

Ø  Often a number of factors contribute to the development of 
depression – some of these factors are modifiable and 
others are not. 

Ø  MCT-Silver provides strategies and information that can help 
you reduce your symptoms. 



Why Metacognitive Training? 
Ø  Of course your symptoms won't disappear in an instant just 

because of a single exercise or session – it takes time and 
practice! 

Ø  In addition, you are ultimately your own specialist. You 
already have a lot of experience with what helps or doesn't 
help you.  

Ø  We encourage you to try the exercises – even if they seem 
strange or "too simple" at first.  



Rumination and Social Withdrawal 

("Ostrich with head in the sand" by Tim Melling)  



Rumination or Worry 
Viele Menschen mit Depressionen berichten über endloses 
„Grübeln“ oder „Brüten“.  

Kennen Sie Grübeleien? 

("Le Penseur" by Juanedc)  
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Rumination or Worry 

("Le Penseur" by Juanedc)  

Ø  Many people with depression complain of endless 
ruminating, brooding and worrying.  

Are you familiar with brooding and worry? 



Can ruminating help … 
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Can ruminating help … 
Ø  … solve problems? 
Ø  … avoid problems in the future?  
Ø  … organize your thinking?  

("Le Penseur" by Juanedc)  Based on Wells, 2009 
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Rumination or Worry 
How can you recognize rumination? How is 
rumination different from contemplation or planning? 
Ø  Thoughts are circular: it is hard to find an end. 

The thoughts are self-destructive instead of 
helpful. A solution is rarely found! 

Ø  Content: “Why?”, “Why me?”, “How would it be (or 
how could it have been) when...?” or “What if 
something horrible happens?”  

Ø  Rumination is usually about situations/events from 
the past. 

Rumination 
doesn’t help!! 

("Le Penseur" by Juanedc)  



What helps against rumination? 

("ホッキョクグマのデア" by Copanda_)  



What helps against rumination? 
	 Is it helpful to suppress negative thoughts? 

("ホッキョクグマのデア" by Copanda_)  



Thought suppression 
	 Try it out: 
	 During the next minute, do not think of an elephant! 

("ホッキョクグマのデア" by Copanda_)  



("A long-tusked elephant marching on a sunlit grassy plain" by Alessandro Desantis)  

Does thought suppression  
work? No! 



Ø Most of you probably immediately thought about an elephant 
and / or about something related to an elephant (i.e., zoo, 
safari, Africa, etc.).  

Does thought suppression  
work? No! 
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Ø Most of you probably immediately thought about an elephant 
and / or about something related to an elephant (i.e., zoo, 
safari, Africa, etc.).  

Ø The effect is even stronger when you try to actively suppress 
unpleasant thoughts, such as self-blame ("I'm a failure", etc.).  

Does thought suppression  
work? No! 

("A long-tusked elephant marching on a sunlit grassy plain" by Alessandro Desantis)  



Conclusion 
Ø  Problematic strategy: “I am not allowed to have negative 

thoughts.”  

("ホッキョクグマのデア" by Copanda_)  Based on Wells, 2009 



Conclusion 
Ø  Problematic strategy: “I am not allowed to have negative 

thoughts.”  
Ø  It is not possible to suppress unpleasant thoughts and 

attempting to do so can be frustrating.  
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Conclusion 
Ø  Problematic strategy: “I am not allowed to have negative 

thoughts.” 
Ø  It is not possible to suppress unpleasant thoughts and 

attempting to do so can be frustrating.  
Ø  Consciously trying not to think about something can 

strengthen negative thoughts. 

("ホッキョクグマのデア" by Copanda_)  Based on Wells, 2009 
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("No title" by Mahir Uysal)  Based on Wells, 2009 
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Instead: 
Search for inner space… 
For example, a place in your mind in which you can observe 
thoughts but not judge them.   
View a thought for what it is: 
Ø  A thought! Not reality!  
Ø  An “experience” in your mind. Attempt to just register the 

thought, and not to judge it.  
Ø  Imagine that you are at a train station. Like thoughts, the 

trains will come and go – but, you do not board every     
train! 

("No title" by Mahir Uysal)  Based on Wells, 2009 



Exercise: 
Search for inner space… 
Observe your thoughts without intervening or judging them ("I'm 
an idiot, I'm ruminating again!"). Let your thoughts pass, like a 
train at a train station, clouds moving across the sky, or a leaf 
floating down a stream.  
 
Breathing exercise …  
  

("No title" by Mahir Uysal)  Based on Wells, 2009 



What did you do during the  
breathing exercise? 
Ø  Focused on your breath. 
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What did you do during the  
breathing exercise? 
Ø  Focused on your breath. 
Ø  You observed your breath without changing it. 
Ø  You perceived your thoughts and feelings without judging 

them or intervening. 

  

("No title" by Mahir Uysal)  



What did you do during the  
breathing exercise? 
Ø  Focused on your breath. 
Ø  You observed your breath without changing it. 
Ø  You perceived your thoughts and feelings without judging 

them or intervening. 

In the next step, you could think about which “train” you would 
like to take. Which “leaf” would you like to pick up? 
  

("No title" by Mahir Uysal)  
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Social Withdrawal  
How can you recognize it? 
	 Social withdrawal can be different things... 
Ø  Not leaving the house 
Ø  Avoiding family and friends (e.g., calling them less often) 
Ø  Not actively participating in conversations 

	 Do you do these things? 

("Old woman in Toledo" by  Héctor de Pereda)  



Social Withdrawal  
Why does it happen? 
In depressive phases… 
Ø  … interacting with others can be stressful. 
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Social Withdrawal  
Why does it happen? 
In depressive phases… 
Ø  … interacting with others can be stressful. 
Ø  … people with depression often feel misunderstood by other 

people or unimportant (“They don’t care about my 
problems.”). 

Ø  … the drive to do things is reduced. 
Ø  … physical limitations or medical illness can make it 

especially hard to maintain social contact. 

("Old woman in Toledo" by  Héctor de Pereda)  



Social Withdrawal 
Are there other reasons for it? 
 
 

("Old woman in Toledo" by  Héctor de Pereda)  
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Social Withdrawal 
Are there other reasons for it? 
Ø  After the death of a loved one or close friend, survivors can feel 

lonely.  
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Social Withdrawal 
Are there other reasons for it? 
Ø  After the death of a loved one or close friend, survivors can feel 

lonely.  
Ø  Of course, they still have a need for social contact, but it can be 

difficult to come into contact with others.  
Ø  Especially when they are still grieving the deceased person or 

need to build a new social network after the loss.  

 

("Old woman in Toledo" by  Héctor de Pereda)  



Social Withdrawal 
How is it for you? 
Are you familiar with social withdrawal? How do you manage to 
interact socially with others and maintain relationships? 

("Old woman in Toledo" by  Héctor de Pereda)  



Consequences of social  
withdrawal 
	 Now consider – what are the possible consequences of social 
withdrawal? 

("Land turtle" by Hanroanu)  
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Consequences of social  
withdrawal 
Negative consequences: 

Ø  Loneliness 

Ø  Fewer (new) experiences       Boredom 

Ø  More time for ruminating (“vicious cycle”) 

Ø  Possibly even conflicts or misunderstandings with friends or family 
members if they think that you are hiding something from them or 
that you no longer are interested in a relationship with them. 

("Land turtle" by Hanroanu)  
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Consequences of social  
withdrawal 
Positive consequences: 
Are there positive consequences? 
Ø  The opportunity to take a break 
Ø  Possibly a feeling of safety (you can stay in your comfort 

zone)  
Ø  Avoidance of rejection or other feared negative events (but 

also possibly positive experiences!) 

("Land turtle" by Hanroanu)  



Social Withdrawal 
How can I build my social contacts?  
Individuals with depression sometimes have negative 
assumptions that can make social withdrawal even worse. 

Situation Unhelpful thought More helpful thought 
You’re thinking about 
participating in a card 
playing group. 
 

("No title" by Inês Ferreira)  
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Social Withdrawal 
How can I build my social contacts?  
Individuals with depression sometimes have negative 
assumptions that can make social withdrawal even worse. 

Situation Unhelpful thought More helpful thought 
You’re thinking about 
participating in a card 
playing group. 
 

“The group members 
have probably known 
each other a long time. I 
am going to be an 
outsider.” 
 

“Maybe the group members will be 
happy to have someone new join, 
especially when they already know 
each other well. I can try it out once 
and then decide whether I want to 
go again.” 

("No title" by Inês Ferreira)  



Positive Activities 
	 Additionally, participation in positive activities usually leads to 
improved mood.  

	 Example: Taking a walk through the park every week with a 
friend.  
 
 

("man and woman standing surrounded by yellow 
flowers" by Jaddy Liu)  



Positive Activities 
Ø  Unhelpful thought: “Taking a walk through the park is no 

great achievement.” 
Hier geht es nicht um Leistung! Wählen Sie stattdessen 
Aktivitäten aus, die Sie einfach mögen – das ist die beste 
Vorgehensweise, denn „jede große Reise beginnt mit einem 
kleinen Schritt“! 
 

("man and woman standing surrounded by yellow 
flowers" by Jaddy Liu)  



Positive Activities 
Ø  Unhelpful thought: “Taking a walk through the park is no 

great achievement.” 
Ø  This isn't about achievement! Instead, choose activities you 

enjoy – that's the best way to go about it, because “every 
journey begins with a single step"! 

What positive activities would you 
like to do? 

("man and woman standing surrounded by yellow 
flowers" by Jaddy Liu)  
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Learning Points 
Ø  Certain behaviors (i.e., social withdrawal) strengthen rather than 

reduce depression!  
Ø  There are many different factors that contribute to social 

withdrawal (e.g., loss of relationships, physical limitations).  
Ø  Rumination and worry do not help to solve or avoid problems, and 

rather make negative thoughts or feelings worse. 
Ø  Attempts to suppress negative thoughts make them stronger. 

Therefore, this strategy is not helpful. 



Learning Points 
Ø  Practice noticing thoughts without judging them (breathing 

exercises, relaxation exercises, Tai Chi, etc.). Remember, 
you do not have to board every train! It is OK to let some 
(thoughts) pass. 

Especially during depressive phases, it is important to maintain 
contact with important others and to continue to participate in 
activities (small steps).  
Try to consciously notice the negative assumptions you make – 
and to overcome them! 
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Learning Points 
Ø  Practice noticing thoughts without judging them (breathing 

exercises, relaxation exercises, Tai Chi, etc.). Remember, 
you do not have to board every train! It is OK to let some 
(thoughts) pass. 

Ø  Especially during depressive phases, it is important to 
maintain contact with important others and to continue to 
participate in activities (small steps).  

Ø  Try to consciously notice the negative assumptions you 
make – and to overcome them! 



Learning Points 
Ø  Think about your interests. What else can you do that you 

enjoy? Even if you are no longer physically able to engage in 
strenuous physical activities (e.g., going to a weekly jogging 
group), there is usually a similar, more suitable alternative 
(e.g., joining a walking group or fitness course). 



Thanks for your attention! 
Trainers: handout worksheets! 
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Copanda_ https://www.flickr.com/photos/copanda_v/41337228162/in/
photolist-25YQ6Lo-YTdvTk-
D4p8QX-22YMXBW-22NZveQ-24arTYG-23PemXA-24eTXca-25cnYjz-
Yn4HX7-22SXJbf-23RTnfv-CFEDCz-23PwuZc-25d8dKj-JcEAdR-24ZhbPA-
YYmm7K-23svJPP-YP3uqj-FA1BWm-G7BAGN-232dJiZ-
Z5c6xs-23Yk4i3-22T868s-25dH1gJ-21frJyL-26SxayA-22bzoip-EurVoP-
Yn5k99-22MdA5m-Ypgeke-DG55Pn-
GEGVYS-25kvUCS-26qiwVX-24uANwY-26uayWy-XPrm4i-YKCauV-YHc6sj-
Fq8BiU-XJyMCa-Jo5LBh-YHb9om-2343rot-2545SvD-22T81L2 

ホッキョクグマの
デア 

CC 11.05.18 

Alessandro Desantis https://unsplash.com/photos/9_9hzZVjV8s A long-tusked 
elephant marching 
on a sunlit grassy 
plain 

Free image 11.05.18 

Quino Al https://unsplash.com/photos/9blSF_Ay3MY No title Free image  11.05.18 

Inês Ferreira https://unsplash.com/photos/DYM_vBsosVA No title Free image  
 

11.05.18 
 

Anna Creech https://www.flickr.com/photos/eclecticlibrarian/3104217151/in/
faves-152721966@N08/ 

Grandmother & 
Mom getting the 
food ready 

CC 11.05.18 
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Tup Wanders https://www.flickr.com/photos/tupwanders/4703506440/in/
faves-152721966@N08/ 

Groceries CC 11.05.18 

suencs2 https://www.flickr.com/photos/47337808@N05/33100617160/in/
faves-152721966@N08/ 

503386730 CC 11.05.18 

Jesse Wagstaff https://www.flickr.com/photos/jesse/5401875544/in/faves-152721966@N08/ Grandmothers CC 11.05.18 

Jaddy Liu www.unsplash.com/photos/nk-xUZwSjR4 man and woman 
standing 
surrounded by 
yellow flowers 

CC 31.08.2018 
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